EUAG 2020-08-25 Meeting notes

Date
25 Aug 2020

Attendees
LF Staff: Brandon Wick Jim Baker Kenny Paul
Committee Members: Lei Huang Ahmed El Sawaf Javier Ger Brian Freeman Ken KANISHIMA Marc-Alexandre Choquette Olivier Augizeau Ryan Hallahan Vincent Colas Fernando Oliveira Saad Ullah Sheikh
Proxies:
Guests: Scott Blandford

Agenda

- Start the Recording
- Antitrust Policy
- Agenda Bashing (Roll Call, Action Items (5 minutes)
- General Topics
  - NFV Testing Automation Whitepaper-
  - EUAG CSPs priorities for ONAP (Follow up) - Javier, Lei
  - LFN virtual technical event - Ahmed, Beth
  - Open topic- 5G adoption experience sharing TBD

Minutes

NFV Testing Automation Whitepaper

- Lei Huang presented materials on the automated NFV testing survey results
  - Analysis of NFV testing automation survey result.pptx
- Saad Ullah Sheikh Why focus on the testing challenges and less so the automation?
  - How are we going to take these learnings and provide feedback to the LFN projects?
  - (Complete the survey results review in next meeting - Part 4-6 and white paper proposal)

LFN virtual technical event

- Ahmed El Sawaf proposed a virtual event around SDN controllers and operators needs
  - Possibly use a survey to learn which features are most important for operators for full automation at the data center level
  - Olivier Augizeau recent releases ODL focused on the transport use cases over access
  - Maybe keep a wider scope of topics, interview ODL/TF and then narrow the use cases.
  - Other Ahmed El Sawaf Javier Ger Olivier Augizeau Fernando Oliveira Saad Ullah Sheikh Lei Huang interested in attending a meeting with ODL and TF leads

Action items

- Ahmed El Sawaf to produce a survey on SDN features and use cases - with focus on ODL
- Jim Baker to arrange meetings with ODL and TF TSC with Ahmed El Sawaf